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S.A.T.S. 

 

GENERAL BOTHA OLD BOYS’ ASSOCIATION 

http://www.generalbotha.co.za 

MAY 2019 

JOINT NEWSLETTER 

 

Has your address changed? Please send your updated details to Tony Nicholas Chairman Cape Town (details above).  

Do you have an interesting article for this newsletter? Please send your contributions to Dennis Henwood, 

dhenwood@iafrica.com Phone: +27 (0)21 6716373.  Fax: +27 (0)86 6706710.  

Can you read this Newsletter? If not please let us know. We can send you 

larger print if it is necessary.  
 

GBOBA/SOMMSA JOINT LUNCH 
DATE:  Tuesday 11th June 1130 for 1200 – Pub lunch, Royal Cape Yacht Club. 

Speaker: GB OB Thomas W. Fraser (1979), MMM JCM Major (Ret), SANDF 

Topic: “THEY NEVER KNEW” 

Abstract: 

A talk about the role and impact of a Bothy Boy relating to the final military offensive 

of the South African Bush War, the Battle of Cuito Cuanavale in the late 80’s, that 

affected the outcome of what could have been disastrous for Southern Africa, but 

rather, resulted in the Kempton Park Talks and the birth of a new Constitution and 

Democracy for the Republic of South Africa.  
NOTE the earlier start time 11:30. Cost R60 per person excluding gratuity. 

RSVP 

 

 

Booking is essential, please RSVP by p.m. Thursday 6th June to: 

Kathy Nicholas:   Phone 021-788 5957 

Email:    cptchairman@generalbotha.co.za  

 

FROM THE CAPE TOWN BRIDGE 
It appears that no sooner do we complete one quarter then another looms on the horizon. We had a 

most successful year end lunch at the Royal Cape Yacht Club at which we hosted our widows as 

guests; enjoyed by all I believe. Next major event was our March 2019 Bothie Weekend. Our AGM, 

Commissioning Day Luncheon and Annual War Memorial Service were well supported by members. 

This included the reunion classes of 1969 & 1979; some had travelled from various parts of the world 

including the far reaches of Scotland and Germany.  
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An additional memorial plaque was unveiled and dedicated at the Sunday War Memorial Service. This 

records two more Bothie Old Boys who made the ultimate sacrifice in 

service subsequent to the World War II, namely; A.G. Frisby (1939/40) and 

E.M. Lance (1943/44). Research and commissioning of the plaque was 

undertaken by Ian Manning (1955/56) and we are most grateful to him for 

this valuable contribution in preserving and honouring the memory of our 

Old Boys. 

It is also pleasing to read of the various activities of the association in all 

the other areas around the globe. This indeed keeps the spirit and legend of 

our training ship alive. In fact, I believe for the first time, Australia branch 

hosted two Commissioning Day Luncheons both east and west coasts. The 

Sydney event had members from all four of the Bothies, The Ship, Red 

Hill, Gordon's Bay and Granger Bay (see photo on page 12-13).  

I remind Western Cape members of two regular lunch meetings, namely 

the monthly lunch at the Royal Cape Yacht Club in Table Bay Harbour and the quarterly lunch at the 

Seven Seas Club in Simon’s Town. Of course, all are welcome, so any visiting members please contact 

a committee member for details; we look forward to meeting you. 

I also wish to remind members that Kathy and I do pack our bakkie (Ute to those Down Under) and go 

off grid for while, we do this a few times a year. Therefore if there is a delay in replying to any of your 

emails, please be patient. All shall be attended to on my return to the Bothie office. By the time you are 

reading this we may be in the mountains of Lesotho. 

Until next time, we value your support. 

 

SCRANBAG 
T.W. FRASER 1979 #2643. The 1979 reunion, as well as the 1969 50

th
, brought in many from all 

corners of the earth (the earth being flat). One such was Tom who perhaps justifies a chapter all of his 

own.  

“Matriculated at Worcestor High School in 1975 

MILITARY CAREER: 1976 to – 1993: 17 years of Service in the South African National Defence 

Force as a Citizen Force officer, in the intelligence and operations environments of the South African 

Medical Services. During my last 5 years I held the substantive rank of Major (Lieutenant Commander 

– Navy equivalent). Today I am a reserve Staff Officer in the SANDF (Major) Intelligence & 

Operations.  

DECORATIONS: I was awarded 5 times during my military career; 3 medals and 2 commendations, 

noting that my military career ran in parallel to my corporate / business career. (MEDAL 1) Chief of 

the SADF Commendation Medal for “Services of an extraordinary and a high order rendered to the 

Republic of South Africa.” This had to do with an intervention that I initiated in the area of Chemical 

Warfare in 1987, which potentially saved the lives of a million+ people in northern Namibia and 

southern Angola, and resulted in the United Nations ordering that chemical weapons in the hands of 

Angola and the Cuban forces that were assisting them in those terrible times, be removed from African 

soil. This intervention also had an impact on the final Battle of Cuito Cuanavale in Angola in the late 

80’s, in which I was deeply involved in planning and other. This was the last battle of the so called 

”Border or Bush war”, which ended in a stalemate. This was followed by the Kempton Park Talks and 

the birth of our new democracy and new constitution in 2005. I have not spoken about this before 

because of the Secrecy Act, which after 30 years is no longer binding on myself and others who went 

through similar experiences. This medal was second in seniority to the Honorus Crux at the time. (The 

Honorus Crux was the highest order military medal in South Africa), awarded for bravery in the battle 

field. Today the Chief of the SADF Commendation Medal is known as the Military Merit Medal I am 

entitled to carry the letters MMM next to my name, which I tend not to do. (MEDAL 2) I was awarded 

the John Chard Medal (JCM) for service of a high standard, which entitles me to use the letters JCM 

next to my name, which I tend not to do. (MEDAL 3) I was awarded the SADF General Service Medal 

– awarded when I achieved 12 years’ service. (COMMENDATION 1) Surgeon General 
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Commendation Certificate. I was the very first citizen force officer ever to be deployed in the highly 

secure and classified Surgeon Generals Central Operations Room in Pretoria, where I did certain 

things, working closely with the then Surgeon General, General Neil Knoeble. I apparently performed 

very well and thus received this commendation. (COMMENDATION 2) 3 Medical Battalion Group 

Commendation Certificate: In 1988 I was appointed commanding officer of a 1,000 strong operational 

task group of the 3,000-man strong 3 Medical Battalion Group. The command appointment was to lead 

and command on the ground deployment of the task group during operational battle preparation and 

drills that took place at the Lohatla Combat School in the Northern Cape, before certain attacks by SA 

Forces on Cuito Cuanavale commenced. This in effect was a dress rehearsal for the final Battle of 

Cuito Cuanavale. It was also the first Divisional Level operation of South African forces since the 

Second World War. The operation involved some 30,000 men and woman across the S.A. Army, S.A. 

Navy, S.A. Airforce and the South African Medical Services. I retired from my active military 

involvement in 1993 when I relocated to Johannesburg from Cape Town.  

GENERAL BOTHA OLD BOYS ASSOCIATION – COMMITTEE MEMBER: I served on the 

GBOBA Committee in Cape Town for several years in the time of the late Admiral Glen Syndercombe. 

Tony Nicholas was the scribe in those days. During the period 1978 to 1983 I sailed with Safmarine 

and Unicorn Shipping Lines as a cadet and 3
rd

 Officer. I attended General Botha in 1979. Between 

Safmarine and Unicorn I sailed on various ships to many interesting places including The United 

Kingdom, Europe, The Far East, Indian Ocean Islands, West and East Coasts of Africa and South 

America. Today some 40 years later I have remained friends with several of my previous ship mates 

and fellow cadets and officers.  

CORPORATE BUSINESS CAREER: Upon leaving the sea I entered a long and most successful and 

rewarding career in business. In 1983 I started out as a trainee, general manager with the OK Bazaars, 

which was in its heyday at the time. In 1985 I was head hunted by the PG Group (PG GLASS/PG 

Wood) (Listed on the JSE AS PGSI). I was appointed as Group Marketing Executive and was 

instrumental in leading the brand Identity change of PG Wood to the new PG Bison identity and the 

development of the fledgling Timbercity brand, which was based on a franchise model. I had 

completed an IMM Diploma in Marketing Management and by 1988, having completed the 2-year 

Unisa Graduate School of Business – Advanced Executive Program (Compressed MBA), passing with 

a Cum Laude. During these years I was a part time lecturer at the University of South Africa and the 

WITS Graduate Schools of business, with a focus on leadership, strategy and marketing. My thesis at 

Unisa, for which I received a Cum Laude, is titled “A Holistic Approach to Organisational Planning.” 

During this time, I also served as a non-executive director of African Builders (Pty) Ltd for 6 years. 

1997 – 1999. Also, during my PG Bison time, I hosted the GBOBA JHB branch in one of the PG Bison 

executive boardrooms in Johannesburg, which was a great pleasure. In 1999 I was headhunted out of 

the United States by Wilsonart International, a Texas, USA based global company. After spending time 

in the USA, I was appointed as Executive – Africa International Operations, based in Johannesburg. 

Two years later in 1999 I was again headhunted by JSE Listed Murray & Roberts Holdings. I had to 

make a hard decision. I decided to join this great South African heritage brand and company in its role 

as Africa’s largest engineering/contracting group. I was appointed as Group Executive Brand & 

Communications. I held this position for 11 years. I had group executive oversight over all operating 

company strategy developments, brands and communication. This was across some 40 group 

companies round the world, employing some 30,000 full-time employees. After 11 years I was once 

again head hunted out of London and appointed to an Italian based leading global engineering and 

contracting group; Multi-EURO Billion group Tenova, based in Milano, Italy. I was appointed Group 

Head/Executive, Brand & Communications, of their new global Mining & Minerals division. Part of 

my brief with the board and executive team was to set up a new global Mining & Minerals company 

via significant industry acquisitions across some 25 countries across all continents, trading with 5 

industry leading brands. In 2013 I unexpectantly had 4-artery open heart by-pass surgery and was told 

by doctors to slow down my pace completely. Notwithstanding this, we (Tenova) successfully 

completed setting up the new global Mining & Minerals company per plan. Once of the sub-brands, 

Tenova TAKRAF, based in Leipzig, Eastern Germany, manufactures and commissions the largest 
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crawling machines you will find on earth in the mining sector and high-technology port ship-loading 

systems for coal and iron-ore terminals. Some Tenova TAKRAF machines are so large that they are 

visible from the moon. In July 2014 I was offered a permanent relocation to Europe (Italy), which I 

declined. At the age of 57 I felt that I had travelled the world enough, that I had lived in various 

countries, that after many international flights over the years and after many nights in hotel rooms, that 

I had had enough. I decided that my preference would be to stay and relax at home in beautiful South 

Africa. I decided to get out of the corporate world and to privately and professionally consult in the 

areas of Leadership, Strategy and Communications.  

GOING SOLO AS A PROFESSIONAL CONSULTANT: I left the corporate world in July 2014 and in 

September 2014, went live with my company, TWF Consulting Group. I love and enjoy what I do with 

clients worldwide. This was a dream of mine for many years and I am living it.  

SPORTS AND INTEREST: [Ocean Yachting, Flying and Football]. On the sporting front, I was a 

member of the Royal Cape Yacht Club for many years and in the period 1983 to 1993 was one of the 

appointed sailing instructors who taught wealthy people who purchased beautiful and very expensive 

yachts to sail. This ended when I moved to Johannesburg in 1993. In 1988 I trained and qualified as a 

Private Pilot in and eventually had seven different aircraft ratings on my license. I loved my flying and 

stopped in 2004 with just over 1,000 flying hours in my log book. I loved every moment of my flying. 

From 1997 onwards, I became deeply involved in football (Soccer) as a referee. I retired from SAFA as 

a national referee in 2000 at the FIFA mandatory age at that time of 43 and was a referee assessor for 

two years, before giving up completely in 2002. I had started playing football with a passion at the age 

8 for the Green Point Football Club in Cape Town. When I decided to play again in 1987 (now much 

older), I found that I could not keep up with the younger players. Always fascinated by referees, I 

applied in those days to the Western Province Football Association to be a referee, which they 

welcomed from any ex player. I did well and went through various provisional and national training 

programs. I had a lot of fun and sometimes in crux matches, some highly stressed moments on the field.  

TWIGHLIGHT ERA: As I enter the twilight years of my life, all that is left for me to do is to enjoy life 

with my beautiful partner Pat, and to write a book or two, which I wanted to start about 2 years ago. 

One day it will happen. In the mean-time, I strive to live my life vision: Where-ever I am, to be useful, 

to be kind and to make a difference.” 

S.G.J. PARNABY 1981 #2728. I spotted a post on Face Book recently that suggested Stephen is 

relocating from England to Australia again but my enquiry by email has brought no reply from 

Stephen. Does anyone have contact with him? 

Left Unicorn in 1987 and completed a BSc (Hons) degree in Maritime Studies at Liverpool 

Polytechnic, and since 1990 worked as a freelance hydrographic surveyor on various projects all over 

the world, based in Spain. 

2004 migrated to Perth and worked as a freelance hydrographic surveyor in the offshore oil and gas 

industry. 2018 moved to England. Where now? 

M.A. MEYER 1985 #2870. It has taken a while but I have finally received an update from Mike. He 

gets around. 

• Captain/Junior Shareholder, Petalan Shipping Pty Ltd – Durban, South Africa 1990 – 1996 

• Senior Marine Pilot, National Ports Authority – Saldanha Bay, South Africa 1996 – 2006 

• Divisional Manager, Platinum Yacht Management LLC – Dubai 2006 – 2012 

• Marine Operations Manager, Smit Serviços Maritimos de Moçambique 2012 – 2016 

• STS Superintendent/Mooring Master/POAC; SafeSTS 2017 – present 

C.H. JOHNSEN 1971 #2392. Perhaps the heat of the Middle East was too much for Colin. 

“John Abercrombie (GB 1969) is still in Sohar, Oman. I returned to SA last year and was immediately 

recruited back into DUT to take up a lecturing post. Keeps me out of mischief and the grey matter 

ticking over. Everything’s going great, except for the miserable form of Protea batsmen.” 

G.J. MORRISON 1979 #2650. Guy was previously at sea with Safmarine 1978 to 1984, then S.A. 

Navy 1985 to 1990. Obtained Chief Navigating Officer CoC 1983. 1985 attended SAN Officer’s 

Course at S.A. Naval College, Gordon’s Bay, and Combat Officer’s Qualifying Course 1986 at the 

Maritime Warfare School. SAS Simonsberg, Simon’s Town. 1989 SAN Strike Craft Weapons Officer’s 
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Course, Strike Craft Training Centre Durban. 1990 to 2016 Managing Director and major share holder 

of Morrison Signs c.c., based in Durban. 2018 started a small sign company, SignGuy, based in Cape 

Town. 

M.G. KOEN 1979 #2648. A defaulter who failed to inform us that he transferred from Durban to 

Singapore FIVE years ago. Mark was previously at sea with Safmarine. 1988-1990 with SA Ports and 

Harbours on tugs and dredgers. Ran the training school in Richard’s Bay. 1990 – 1995 with P&I 

Associates Durban. 1995-1999 with Island View Shipping Durban. 1999-2001 with Smit Pentow 

Marine mainly in Sudan. 2001-2014 with Island View Shipping Durban. Heading up Global Operations 

from 2010. 2014 with Grindrod Shipping Singapore as Director Global Operations Dry Bulk. 

A.V. BARATA 1979 #2666. Americo is another defaulter who failed to inform us of his travels. 1978-

1987 – At sea with Safmarine. 1988-1994 Farming in Upington, Northern Cape. 1995-2005 

Safmarine/Maersk. 2006 – 2010 Smit Operations Manager: Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, Russia, Angola 

(Luanda), Indonesia (Tangguh). 2011-2013 Marine Manager at Moma Mine in Mozambique. 2014-

2016 Port Manager, Base Titanium Kenya, Mombassa. 2017 Retired in Portugal. 

G. ABRAHAM 1944/45 #1337. George also failed to inform us that he had moved from Port Elizabeth 

to Cape Town some years ago. He is now enjoying the view over False Bay from St James. George was 

previously a Commander [Engineer] in the S.A. Navy and later joined the mining industry. Retired. 

G.H. SCHOEMAN 1975 #2504. I noted in a recent AMSOL newsletter that Gordon had retired. 

Unfortunately my request to him for an update has not brought a response. Perhaps someone can 

motivate him out of retirement mode just long enough to reply. 

E.J.P. FENECH 1975 #2494. Eric is at present working on a contractual base for Amsol. 

Officially he has retired, but they are still using him as he will continue to work on contract as he feels 

he is not ready to retire yet. He had been in Beira since February, but thankfully the crew there on the 

“Save Rive” survived that terrible Cyclone.  

Eric sailed with Safmarine until 1980 he joined the S.A. Harbour Service as First Deck Officer.  1982 

to 1986 sailed with Unicorn Lines before returning to the Harbour Service. 1990 joined P&I Associates 

as a Marine Surveyor and in 1994 was seconded to Maputo (Mozambique) as Principal Surveyor and 

Manager of P&I Associates, Maputo.  1996 returned to Durban and appointed to Maritech as Marine 

Surveyor.  1998 went into partnership in Independent Surveyors doing Marine Surveying. 2003 with 

Smit Salvage. 2018 retired from AMSOL (which I noticed in an AMSOL newsletter).  

J R Smith 1973 #2457 (By Ted Fisher, gleaned from his meeting in Southampton recently. See UK 

Branch News) 

A Glaswegian by birth James emigrated to South Africa when he was about 3 years old with his 

parents. His Dad flew out there initially on his own in order to find work and indeed somewhere to live. 

His Mother and sister followed a few months later, sailing out on the Union Castle mail ship Stirling 

Castle. This he believes was the foundation for his life-long interest in the sea and ships. 

Following matriculation, he joined Safmarine as a Cadet spending his entire Cadetship with them 

serving aboard fruit ships, general cargo and tanker vessels. He heard of a world- class Nautical 

Training Academy General Botha which he attended initially for a 6-week pre-sea period before 

joining his first ship, spending the remainder of the year aboard her before returning to the Bothie, as it 

was affectionately known, the following year for a full year. At that time South Africa had left the 

Commonwealth and unfortunately South African qualifications were not recognised world-wide and as 

a Brit he decided he needed to study for UK-qualifications and thus returned to the UK to accomplish 

this. He discovered he had to re-do all of his South African gained qualifications apart from his lifeboat 

ticket as the then named Dept of Trade and Industry refused to accept them. He applied to the Royal 

Fleet Auxiliary Service for employment, had an interview aboard one of their freighting tankers when it 

called in at Cape Town. This had a successful outcome and he was offered the job of 3
rd

 Officer then 

had to await the arrival in Cape Town of the next available ship. 

This was the RFA Tidesurge returning home from serving on the Beira Patrol in the Mozambique 

Channel attempting to stop the flow of oil into Rhodesia, now Zimbabwe. Needless to say, this did not 

achieve its main objective at all. RFA Tidesurge had been launched in the mid-50’s now well out of 

date in many respects. Having been used to somewhat luxurious accommodation on the Safmarine 
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vessels, the accommodation on Tidesurge was abysmal to say the least – 12 Officers living on the 

same deck with just two working showers and 3 toilet cubicles. None the less he stuck it out and his 

first trip turned out to be really exciting. Until then the rule was “stay well clear of other vessels at sea” 

but three weeks after joining he experienced one of his first replenishment at sea (RAS) operation 

where they refuelled a ship at sea one hundred feet off their side whilst steaming along together. He 

spent eight months aboard taking part in many similar exercises. 

He finally returned to Portsmouth for the ship to layup whilst awaiting disposal. His first leave period 

was taken in the UK as he had a large family there. He remained with the RFA for the rest of his career 

at sea before it was found he had a degenerative truncated spinal condition. He enjoyed fantastic times 

going to some really unusual places which, according to a publicity brochure at the time, were off the 

beaten track. He served aboard tankers, troop-carrying vessels, store ships (including the ill- fated RFA 

Sir Galahad which was tragically bombed and set on fire during the Falklands War with a heavy loss 

of life). During the next thirty years he progressed through the ranks serving as temporary Chief Officer 

on a number of occasions. Having passed his Foreign Going Masters Certificate he participated in 

hundreds of RAS operations involving Royal Navy vessels together with ships from many other foreign 

nationalities, American, Dutch, German, Italian, Greek, Spanish and French Navies. On one occasion 

he flew across to SAS Drakensburg via her own helicopter to join as an observer on her Bridge during 

a RAS operation with his own ship. The Bridge Team kept on switching to Afrikaans at times not 

aware he spoke the language fluently – some embarrassment caused when James asked for the correct 

time in Afrikaans!! 

His career with the RFA had good and bad times in peace and war. Just prior to the start of the 

Falklands War he was serving aboard RFA Grey Rover where they were berthed in Gibraltar as part of 

a large contingents of twenty-eight British Warships in preparation for a major exercise in the 

Mediterranean when the Argentinian scrap dealers landed on South Georgia and they all hurriedly 

sailed for the Falklands. They re-fuelled a lot of the British Warships to the Falklands and also back to 

the UK. They became the only operational tanker left on the UK home coast as all the others had been 

earmarked for duties in the South Atlantic. They were heavily involved in conducting RAS trials at sea 

with normal merchant ships with RFA personal embarked to show them the ropes! They conducted 

trials with ships ranging from Fishing Trawlers which had been requisitioned for other duties up to and 

including the QE2. It was a really busy 3month period with a long time at sea – one lasting six weeks 

before they got back into port to top up their own cargo tanks. History has shown what a successful 

outcome was achieved. He was also involved in the conflict in the former Yugoslavia when he acted as 

RNLO Split (Royal Navy Liaison Officer) for a 14month tour of duty where he worked closely with the 

Croatian Navy. Another time whilst aboard RFA Fort Victoria they were caught up in the Iraqi 

conflict and were sent through the Suez Canal with five large Sea King helicopters embarked to assist 

in operations in the Persian Gulf area. He was the Chief Officer aboard RFA Sea Crusader during the 

second Gulf War when they carried Chieftain Tanks, various trucks and Land Rovers which were 

discharged close to Kuwait City amid a scud missile attack. All very exciting – but very enjoyable 

times. Sadly, his spinal problem ended his career, however, he always has very many happy memories 

of his entire career at sea. EEF March 2019.  

AWOL 
Barry Holmes 1973. Don Mc Ghee reports; “Barry did pilot with us in Durban for a number of years. 

However he resigned about three or four years ago and was going to live in the Northern Drakensberg. 

I believe somewhere in the Clarens area. However since leaving he is totally off the radar.” 

Ferdinand Santana 1973. We have no idea where he has been for past decades, only an email address 

which has recently failed. There is a suggestion that he has passed away. 

Michael Linck 1941/42. Michael lives, or lived, in the Isle of Man and had a holiday house at 

Silvermine, Cape Town. We have however not heard from him in years; his phone number is obsolete 

and his email address remains unanswered. 

Michael Weir 1977. Last known address Porthcawl, South Wales. Also reported as Harbour Master in 

Torquay. 

All hands on deck find them and revert.  
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ANCHORS AWEIGH 
B.I. ALGAR 1939/41. Basil had a most interesting career and featured prominently in Brian Ingpen’s 

book “History of Unicorn Shipping Lines.” Below extract from the book with thanks to Brian Ingpen. 

Basil Algar was sent to the four masted steamer Sontay as a cadet after leaving the training ship 

General Botha and joining Union Castle in 1941, spent the entire war on the former Vichy French 

troopship that has been captured while on a voyage from Madagascar by a joint South African and 

British naval squadron. She had been brought to Durban, where her accommodation was modified to 

carry over 1 800 troops, and she was placed under Union-Castle management. Shortly after sailing 

from Durban, the ship came under attack from a submarine in the Mozambique Channel, but the Royal 

Navy gunnery crew fought off the submarine with the vessel’s six inch gun mounted on the poop. 

Surviving several aerial attacks in the Mediterranean, the ship moved troops along the North African 

coast, participated in the invasion of Italy and then sailed for India to take troops to Burma. Indeed, she 

carried the first British troops up the river in Burma after the occupation of that country by the 

Japanese. 

Algar worked for a spell in a bank after the war, but the call of the sea lured him to serve with a small 

Greek company trading out of South Africa, as well as on ships operated by South African Lines, 

Mollers of Hong Kong, and Safmarine, and on South African harbour tugs. The time with Mollers was 

particularly interesting. He joined their Alpha Oranje in Durban at the start of a long voyage to Hong 

Kong via India and Aden. A spell on a salvage tug proved useful later during his career with Unicorn as 

did his service on Louise Moller, a tanker that tried to break a blockade by the Nationalist Chinese in 

the approaches to Shanghai. 

His first command was SAL’s Kaapland and he also spent time in London as the company’s cargo 

superintendent. After his return to South Africa he was appointed master of Point Shipping Company’s 

Komati, formerly Smith’s coaster Mead. He responded favourably to an approach from Ron Sellick to 

join Smith’s Coasters as their marine manager and became a familiar figure on Maydon Wharf for 

years, taking personal interest in the cargo operations and the running of the ships. The report of the 

manager of Smith’s Coasters in June 1956 included a note about Basil Algar: 

“The employment of Captain Algar as Marine Superintendent has raised and is still continuing to raise 

the standard of our operation at Maydon Wharf, and the standard of our ships’ maintenance and 

husbandry out of all recognition. Captain Algar has proved eminently successful in the job for which he 

was employed.” 

His initial misgivings about the merger with African Coasters were put aside as Algar moved from 

stevedoring manager in 1966 to marine manager of Unicorn in 1968, positions he found extremely 

challenging and exciting as he was still directly involved in cargo handling innovations and found the 

team with whom he worked extremely good. The highlight of the career of this remarkable man – who 

also had an intense love of fine art and a proven ability as an artist and cellist – was his appointment to 

the Unicorn board as marine director in February 1975. When he retired in 1984 he could certainly 

reflect on an unusually interesting and varied career in shipping. His experience had been invaluable to 

the company as it embarked on a fleet renewal program, developed containerization, and ventured into 

the offshore supply vessel business. At both Smiths and Unicorn Algar was personally responsible for 

improving the management systems for the ships’ operations and for tighter discipline aboard the 

vessels. Overall, his contribution led to a more efficient coastal shipping industry. Deceased 8
th

 March 

2019.  

E.W. “TED” JUPP 1939/40. Ted was appointed Senior Cadet Captain on the Bothie. December 1940 

joined Royal Naval Reserve directly from S.A.T.S. General Botha as Temporary Midshipman, served 

on the armed merchant cruiser HMS Asturias.  De-seconded to SANF November 1945 and served at 

Naval Headquarters, Cape Town until accepted into permanent force May 1946.  November 1955 to 

April 1962 served as Officer Commanding in various S.A.N. Vessels.  Then stood by the building of 

SAS President Steyn from April 1962 and served as Exectuive Officer until September 1964.  Sept 

1964 appointed C/O SAS Wingfield and Technical Training School.  Aug 1968 appointed Senior Staff 

Officer Executive duties at Naval Headquarters.  May 1971 Officer Commanding SAS President Steyn. 

March 1972 Director of Naval Planning, Naval Headquarters.  Sept 1975 until retirement June 1978 
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Naval Officer-in-Command Simon’s Town.  Numerous decorations and medals. Ted also served for 

many years on our Old Boys committee which included the office of Treasurer. All speak highly of Ted 

as an officer and gentleman. Retired Rear Admiral Koos Louw wrote; “If there ever was a person who 

lived the definition of a gentleman it was Ted Jupp.” Deceased 17
th

 February 2019.  

K. MEYER 1952/53. Another of our legends has slipped his cable, Keith sadly passed away 25
th

 April 

2019 following a debilitating illness. I took over the chairmanship of the association from Keith but he 

remained my mentor and a proud Bothie Boy. Keith had an exciting and interesting career including 

OC of the Air Sea Rescue Launches based at Langebaan. The Naval Digest 27 published, June 2018, 

includes interesting anecdotes and memoirs from Keith. 

Captain Keith Meyer SM MMM SA Navy (Ret), GB Cadet No. 1780. 1952/1953. Apprentice in 

SAR&H Ships 1954/1956 and Mate in Thesens Coasters 57/61. In Command SA Air Force Crash Boat 

Squadron 62/68. SA Navy 69/90. Retired with rank Captain (SAN) 1990. Married Anne Groenewald 

1959. Three Daughters. Linda, Karin, Shirley. Each had a boy and a girl. Shaun, Amy: Robin, Lee-

Ann: Jessica, Michael.  

Past chairmanpositions of the S.A.T.S. General Botha Old Boys Association, Mission to Seafarers and 

the Cape Town Sailors Home (CTSH). Keith served with honour. He served the committee of the 

CTSH for 28 years, mostly as Hon. Secretary and then as Chairman 2009 – 2012 when he was 

succeeded by Hugh James (GB 1967). He made a point of including as many willing Obies on his 

committee, recognising their value. Hugh writes “The records that he passed on to our Administrative 

Secretary bear testimony to his hard work and involvement as the Home transitioned to being a fund 

with registration as an NPO and PBO. The structure of the fund and its annual grants are a legacy to the 

maritime community.”  

I.J.H. BLANEY 1939/40. 1941 March Ian joined s.s. Sandown Castle at Cape Town. 1943 Joined s.s. 

Rajput as 3
rd

 officer. 1944 June 6
th

 took part in D Day landings, destination was Sword Beach. “We got 

there but were chased out by Jerry lobbing a few shells in our direction.” Ship was the Fort Fork. 

1945/1949 joined Buries Markes as second officer on Fort Deaselake and LA Cordillera. 

1949 October obtained Masters Certificate. Joined Palm Line in 1950 as second and then chief officer. 

1954 May left Palm Line to join Rea Limited as a Cargo Superintendent. Rea Ltd was taken over by 

Mersey Docks and Harbour Company following the Devlin Report. In 1978 transferred to the Seaforth 

Grain Terminal as Assistant Manager taking early retirement Feb.1982. Deceased 15
th

 February 2019 at 

age of 95. 

Ian’s son wrote; “He was very proud to be a Botha Old Boy and kept us entertained with tales of his 

exploits as a youngster aboard SATS General Botha whenever we had family gatherings. We shall 

have his Botha cap & belt on his coffin at the funeral, and he will be wearing his Botha Blazer.” 

B. THOMAS 1959/60. Bruce sailed with B&C (Union Castle) then worked ashore for many years 

doing all sorts of jobs, went back to sea with Unicorn and at some stage joined SA Harbours. Got his 

masters ticket in 1983 and worked as a tug master in Durban. Around 1998 he joined Pentow Marine 

working on the Ndongeni out at the SBM. Worked in the Persian Gulf around 2002. Reported 

deceased. Any further information on Bruce would be welcome. 

G.H. HOUGHAM 1925/27. After Bothie George was apprenticed to British and Continental (S.A.) 

Line. Reported in S.A.T.S. Magazine No.3 1937: with Union Government Steamers. 

George’s son, a Marine Engineer, contact us recently with further details of his father. 

Sailed as an AB on the meat run between Argentine and UK during the great depression, thereafter as 

3
rd

 and 2
nd

 mate on the Dahlia running between Bunbury, Australia and South Africa.  

Joined harbour service in Durban about 1940, became captain on the tug T. Eriksen and dredger 

Blesbok, then promoted to pilot in Durban. 

Spent about two months in Sidon studying mooring of tankers and became pilot/harbour master Mossel 

Bay and brought the first tankers into that port, the first tanker being the British Hero. Died 24
th

 

December 1965. 

We shall remember them. Our sincere condolences to family and shipmates.  

 

SATS General Botha Annual Memorial Service – Sunday 17 March 2019  
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Once again, as has been the case every year we celebrated an appropriate memorial service and 

gathering at the Cenotaph in Cape Town. The Rev. Ralph Thornley, our Hon. Chaplain took the 

service, and chose two names from the list of cadets on the cenotaph and spoke of their story.  

The logistics of this annual event is becoming more and more complicated and expensive with the 

health and safety requirements and compliance of the Cape Town city by-laws. However, not to be 

daunted, Obie Peter Coetzee and his team which includes our Chairman Tony, all get their hands dirty 

and take the stress of ensuring the success of this event. Congratulations to them.  

We note with thanks the various Obie donors who generously ensure the bills are paid. We also note 

with thanks the logistical support of AMSOL (formerly Smit Pentow). The S A Navy Band were there 

as always and their attendance was appreciated.  

Of course, the Memorial Service would not be the same without the involvement of the T S Woltemade 

Sea Cadets. Every year they are on parade in their smart uniform, welcoming everyone with a smile 

and smart salute before escorting patrons across the 

road and to their seats. Furthermore, presenting the 

wreaths guard of honour and assisting through the 

service. There is of course a long-standing 

association with the Cadets which goes back to the 

very beginning when Cape Town Sea Cadets 

formed part of the delivery crew of The Ship 

donated by T B Davis. They are very much a part 

of our Association and fit in so well with the 

ceremony. We are forever grateful for their support.  

 

UNITED KINGDOM BRANCH – Ted Fisher 

Well, we are finally entering into the UK Spring with early sunshine and I trust all our members 

wherever they are sailing, on holiday or settled at home are in 

good spirit! 

Our membership on occasion come forward with unsuspecting 

emails or telephone calls and with reference to the former 

James R Smith (GB 1973) made contact. He is resident in 

Suffolk. Whilst on holiday in Gibraltar earlier this year he 

came upon a Commemorative Postal Cover he managed to 

secure. Our benefactor the late T.B Davis pictured with The 

Prince of Wales (later Edward VIII) at the opening in 1935 of the Howard Davis Memorial Hall, 

Victoria College Jersey. This obviously another  

T.B Davis donation. For those interested please read his profile through Wikipedia, quite a gentleman 

as we are aware - he having donated our General Botha Training Ship originally H.M.S. Thames. 

This First Day Cover will, hopefully, be displayed in the General Botha Museum or with the collection 

of Memorabilia in Archives. Rather than risk SA Postal Service I hope to hand it over to either Ian 

Manning or Tony Nicholas when in Cape Town later this year. 

James and I met at The Southampton City Maritime Museum to do the 

exchange. We spent some time in conversation, indeed, felt we had known 

each other for many years…Bothy background naturally! A fascinating and 

interesting career from Safmarine to the Royal Fleet Auxiliary and a later 

career as a Historian, writer of articles for maritime publications. A member 

of the World Ship Society co-authoring “A Century of Service – the Royal 

Fleet Auxiliary” an in-depth history of the RFA during its first 100 years 

(see Scranbag).  

It was suggested, following our meeting, the adjacent Maritime section of the City Library could be of 

interest -- what an introduction to the vast subject of the sea, Lloyds List, Collisions, BOT Wreck 

reports, many, many sections of historical and current publications. However, what caught my eye 
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adjacent the Reception Desk a scale model of Elders & Fyffes ss’Chirripo’ upon which I served a 

number of trips to West Africa, West Indies, European Ports as 3
rd

 and later 2
nd

 Mate in early 60’s. 

Commemoration of D-Day: Our UK Member Richard Hellyer (GB1956/57) is once again preparing 

for possibly his final Channel crossing to Pegasus Bridge to commemorate the 75
th

 Anniversary of D-

Day. In time our Chairman Tony N will send out full details on our Facebook, however, in advance 

should any Old Boys be in the area brief Itinerary…. 

1. 31 May to 03 June Events in Portsmouth (Richard Hellyer around and about aboard MGB81) 

with other vessels HSL102, MTB Medusa and MASB27 also berthed near HMS Warrior 

Portsmouth Dockyard.  

2. 03 June to 09 June events in Ouistram/Pegasus Bridge,Cherbourg, St Peter Port, Guernsey.  

Congratulations to Richard for his many years of dedication to this historic event. Barbara and I hope to 

attend Portsmouth on one of the aforementioned days.  

Picture Archive :  

 
 

1955 Starboard Roadway at the double, self in 

foreground with JCC the late Fred Dieterle to my left, 

JCC Martin Harvey in charge. I’m able to identify a 

number of other cadets but no prizes for naming! 

Myself with Martin Harvey 2014 he on a 

brief visit through Storrington 

 

Finally, congratulations must go Gauteng Branch Hon. Scribe Alan Ford on his most interesting, 

thought provoking article in the February edition Newsletter, well done! 

Ted Fisher tedefisher@aol.com  

 

Gauteng Branch Newsletter – Alan Ford  

Our 2019 Commissioning Day event come and gone and was a great success due to the hard work of 

our hosts Rene and Karen Poerner. Their mansion on the mountain was again a lovely setting for a long 

laid back lunch on the verandah in ideal weather, not too hot and not too cold, just like mummy bears 

porridge. 

After one or two no shows and very late cancellations on the day we had 17 people seated for lunch. 27 

apologies were received some of which came from members we had deployed to Cape Town functions 

to keep an eye on what was happening down there. We would love to have some reciprocity shown by 

the mother branch next year and have some old folk from down there make their way up into the 

hinterland to experience our superior weather and amenities and hospitality.  A delegation from the 

tropical east coast branch would also be welcome. They don’t need to bring their pith helmets and 

quinine, we are still malaria free. 

In the first newsletter of the year I spoke of a future scenario whereby new technology could be 

developed and applied to old school methods of celestial navigation. I suspect a few out there thought 

the ideas were a bit farfetched, but within a week or two of the idea being floated in our hallowed 

scriptures, there was a report of a similar initiative happening in the terrestrial navigation field, and it 

all made absolute sense. 

In the same vein of developing alternatives to the double-edged sword we have come to rely so heavily 

on, GPS, tech developers have reevaluated the most basic terrestrial navigation function of taking 
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bearings and have applied such simple electronic techniques to that most basic operation, that it’s a 

wonder that nobody has thought of it before. While the technology is being developed in the naval field 

for obvious reasons, there is no reason why it should not spread into the commercial realm in the 

future. 

A leading Dutch systems integrator, RH Marine, is developing an optical bearing device (OBD) which 

they integrate into a military version of the now ubiquitous ECDIS found on all modern commercial 

ships. For those readers who predate the arrival of digital data on ships bridges, ECDIS is mnemonic 

for Electronic Chart Display Information System. They add a W in front and call it WECDIS.  Answers 

on a post card please from those who know what the W stands for… I have not bothered to find out. 

So how does it work. The OBD can recognize objects such as lighthouses and landmarks and 

automatically display the position lines on the electronic charts. Objects that are important for 

navigation can also be embedded into the radar grid log, so that the radar can fix the ship’s position 

based on these fixed points. Both features make naval vessels less dependent (if not wholly 

independent) on satellite navigation systems 

By adding new technology and features and integrating them with the navigation systems on the bridge, 

RH Marine enables naval vessels to navigate more and more accurately. This allows them to better fix 

their position, better detect other object and become less dependent on GPS. In order to give naval 

vessels more opportunities to fix their position, RH Marine has integrated an optical bearing device 

(OBD) in WECDIS, their digital chart system for military purposes. The optical bearings of objects, 

such as lighthouses and other landmarks, are automatically displayed on the digital chart. Objects that 

are important for navigation can also be embedded into the radar grid log, so that the radar can fix the 

ship’s position based on these fixed points. Both features make naval vessels less dependent on satellite 

navigation systems like GPS. Those systems can be distorted and are sometimes less accurate. 

To improve the accuracy of position fixes, RH Marine has developed R95 Ellipse. This special 

algorithm calculates the most likely position of the ship with 95 percent accuracy, based on radar, GPS 

or OBD bearings. That position is displayed on the map in the form of an ellipse. This ensures that the 

various departments or even other ships know that they' are all talking about the same target.  

Reading between the lines of the article it becomes apparent that such systems have many advantages 

apart from totally negating the dirty tricks GPS operators are now trying to play on unwary navigators 

who have come to rely only on what their military master’s satellites are telling them. I can foresee a 

lot of development taking place in this field when they start incorporating the ability to see objects in 

different spectra, specifically the infra red. It certainly gives a new meaning to the old Dutch and 

Afrikaans name for a light house.. “ ‘n vuurtoring”. So the thousands of years old system of building a 

fire high up on a prominent structure to send light out over the sea to the ancient mariner in his wooden 

ship can again be utilized, but now we can potentially utilize the invisible heat signature of that “fire”. 

And just as our proposed I-pad sextant device can take hundreds of readings every second, so could a 

future OBD device, thus increasing the accuracy of the observation by averaging. That would eliminate 

the need for the modern cadet to run in and out of the bridge relaying wonky bearings from a wet prism 

to the mate who is drawing yellow wax crayon lines all over the big TV screen which relegated the old 

paper charts to school book cover material. 

Back to reality, and moving on.. An extract from a recent online article high lights another navigational 

issue which is becoming pressing. 

Increasing submarine activity heightens the risk of accidents, especially in some of the world's busiest 

waterways. Officials are now calling for a code of conduct covering how underwater vessels operate. 

The increasing number of submarines various countries are deploying to the Indo-Pacific region has 

fueled calls for an underwater code of conduct to reduce the risk of accidents in the busiest waterways. 

The warning comes as Asian Pacific countries are engaged in a submarine arms race, with an estimated 

228 full-sized submarines operating in the East and South China Seas — a number that is expected to 

rise to 300 within a decade. Unlike other warships, submarines are by definition difficult to detect — 

increasing the chance of accidental collisions and mishaps. In addition, there are no regionally accepted 

rules governing submarine operation. Speaking at an Asia Society forum in Hong Kong recently, David 

Shear, the former US Assistant Defence Secretary for Asian and Pacific security affairs, warned that 
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the risk of underwater accidents was rising as regional heavyweights and smaller countries — many of 

which have competing claims to the South China Sea — are expanding their submarine fleets.  

"The region — particularly the western Pacific, and particularly within the first island chain on the 

American front perimeter — is filling up with submarines," Shear said. "Not just American and 

Chinese submarines, but Korean and Japanese submarines and Malaysian and Vietnamese submarines 

as well," he said. The first island chain — Japan, Taiwan and the Philippines — is viewed by China as 

an area it must secure and pass through in the event of conflict According to the latest edition of 

Military Balance 2019, published by the British research institute IISS, the Indo-Pacific region has 228 

full-sized submarines and 52 miniature vessels At present the US Pacific Fleet has the most powerful 

force in the region, with 33 nuclear-powered subs giving it an asymmetric advantage. Although China 

has a larger submarine fleet overall, the majority are conventionally powered and it has only 10 

nuclear-powered vessels. After that South Korea and Japan both have smaller conventional fleets with 

22 and 20 subs respectively. Currently there are no rules governing underwater encounters. 

I had an epiphany when reading this article. I mean its not rocket science is it, you cant see another 

subs navigation lights underwater, neither are there bridge windows to look out of. 

Until next time... Alan Ford  

 

Pictorial News from Australia  
The saying goes “The East as far from the West as the West is from the East”. Well, Down Under our 

Obies remain as close as the West is from the East or visa versa, and 

we now have branch gatherings in Sydney as well Freemantle.  

Their news this quarter has come in the form of photographs which 

tell most of the story. However, Andy did write of the Freemantle 

gathering (left photo) - “We had a small but great gathering of 5 old 

boys and one wife. We also had another interesting coincidence as 

well, four of the five old boys went to two different schools in 

Durban. Rob Lovell and Michel Lagesse were at DHS and myself and 

Richard van der Spoel went to Grosvenor Boys’ High. The other 

attendee was Clive Sheard who went to Selbourne in East 

London. Clive was accompanied by his wife Jannine. All in all it 

was a great day and we plan to do them regularly every 6 

months.”  

As for Sydney (Right photo), their lunch get together in March is 

recorded in this photo. I see one raider from Cape Town 

checking in on them and ensuring the correct decorum (Simon 

Pearson).  

 

Durban Branch News – Derek McManus 

It is with regret that we announce the passing of Basil Algar (1939/41). Basil was one of the old timers 

who attended our luncheons whenever possible. He enjoyed a most celebrated sea career and is well 

known to the shipping fraternity. Basil was cremated and his ashes will be scattered at the Naval 

Cemetery in Simons Town in December when his family arrive from overseas. There is a painting of 

the Old Ship in the Simons Town museum which is evidence of his talent in this regard. 

We all reach the stage in life when serious clearing out occurs and I came across an article headed 

Sailor of the Old Breed. It concerns Captain C.H. Filmer (GB 1931/32), master of the 1800 ton 

Tongan freighter, Niuvakai. When engine trouble left the ship without power, a tug was expected in 3 

days, so Filmer made a plan. He used canvas that covered hatches when the ship transported Islanders 

in the South Seas. Any other that was located (lifeboat covers) etc. were hoisted on the derricks, even a 

jib.  The ship reached between 4 and 5 knots and in this condition made 300 nautical miles in 3 days 

upon which the tug arrived and in four days was in Brisbane. His career started in the Merchant Navy, 

Royal Navy Fleet Air arm where he learnt to fly. Attached to the Aircraft Carrier Glorius, shot down 

over Norway and made a forced landing and made his way back to Britain. Served on the Arc Royal 
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and again shot down and spent 5 years in a concentration camp. After the war went back to flying and 

later back to sea. Quite a story. 

The AGM now over,  much the same with the addition of Mike Melly who I am sure will add new 

impetus to the OBA in Durban. 

Regards, Derek McManus  

 

A brief history of the beginning of the Australian Branch of the GBOBA –  

From Brian Hoatson (GB 1941/42)   

Prior to 1970 I was working ashore in Port Adelaide, and three of us who resided there, John Fisher, 

John Sampson, and I met regularly for lunch. Occasionally we were joined by George Bennett – over 

from Sydney on business, or Brian Ramadge when he was in Port Adelaide as Master of the Union 

Steamship Company’s M.V. “Risdon”. 

In1970 when I was transferred to Sydney by my employer (The Association of Employers of Waterside 

Labour – which was the association of shipowners and stevedores), it was suggested that we formalise 

our much revered connection, and form the Australian Branch of the GBOBA. As I had access to 

ample secretarial services in my work, I was the obvious person to be nominated to organise our first 

meeting and act as Honorary Secretary. This was done about the middle of 1970 when I organised the 

first dinner/meeting of the Australian Branch. John Sampson was residing in Melbourne by that time, 

and he found us a German restaurant in Melbourne who were willing to accept a bunch of South 

Africans to have a Dinner/Meeting.  

I am attaching a photo of this dinner/meeting, and we are (left 

to right) John Fisher (808 – 35/36), John Sampson (1674 – 

50/51), George Carter (Hon. Member), (myself) Brian Hoatson 

(1179 – 41/42) and George Bennett (607 – 33/34). 

At this dinner/meeting John Fisher was elected as Founding 

Chairman, and myself as Founding Secretary. (George Carter 

was our first Hon. Member and had worked previously for 

many years, with John Fisher in Durban as a Stevedore 

Superintendent – and he subsequently became a good supporter of our Branch and always referred to 

himself as a “Hon. Bothie Old Boy by contamination”). As you will be aware, our subsequent annual 

dinner/meetings were far better attended as we became known to Old Boys residing in Australia. 

Subsequently we in Cape Town have received from Australia Branch copies of the first two newsletters 

circulated in Australia by Brian Hoatson. Although these are not dated it is apparent that the first was 

written in 1970 and the second a few months later. We also received a copy of the minute of the first 

Annual Meeting held in Sydney 11th June 1983. As reported elsewhere in this publication the “Botha” 

legend is certainly alive and thriving in Australia. Bravo Zulu to you all. 

 

New Flag to Celebrate the Life of TB Davis Flown for The First Time  
Excerpt from Jersey Evening Post 28 April 2018  

A new flag commissioned to celebrate one of Jersey’s greatest philanthropists was flown at Victoria 

College, Jersey for the first time on 27 April last year (2018) to mark the 151
st
 anniversary of the birth 

of T B Davis who had donated Howard Davis Park to the Island. He was a great supporter of Victoria 

College. The flag features a white cross on a red background, the reverse of the Jersey flag, and which 

TB Davis flew on his famous J Class schooner, Westward.  

The Victoria College, which continues a bursary fund set up by TB to assist students attending the 

college, will fly the flag every year to mark his birthday. The Howard Davis Hall at the college is one 

of a number of gifts he left to the island in memory of his son Howard, who was fatally injured in the 

Battle of Somme. The hall was created to house a portrait commissioned by TB of his great friend, 

King George V.  

As a sequence to Ted Fisher’s report (above) and James Smith’s discovery of the TB Davis stamps in 

Gibraltar, we received this newspaper cutting from the niece of TB Davis, Mrs. Eve Stevens. She has, 

for a number of years now, regularly laid a wreath at the Cenotaph in our annual memorial service in 
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March. It is very relevant and a great tribute to the GBOBA that we have representatives from both the 

Davis and Botha families taking part in our ceremony and laying wreaths.  

 

Bursary Fund News   
Ten Grade 11 and 12 Bursary Fund (BF) students from Lawhill Maritime Centre (LMC) and T S 

Woltemade Sea Cadets attended the NSRI Advanced Practical Training camp at St Helena Bay, 

Western Cape in March holidays. They learnt to launch and recover a boat from the beach and slipway 

at the harbour, maneuvering alongside the dock and amongst the fishing vessels. Practical work 

included knots, chart work, radio work, first aid and cleaning and caring for the vessel. They learnt how 

to be part of a team and how to lead and prepared to go to sea one day.  

The GB Memorial service at our Cenotaph was well attended by LMC BF students who laid a wreath 

on behalf of Lawhill. Also in attendance were past tertiary students Loyiso Jantjies and Nkazimlo 

Mtshixa, as well as present tertiary students studying at SSTG, Menelisi Mkhize and Avela May.  

Loyiso and Nkazi, who completed their OOW course last year at SSTG College have now embarked on 

their sea-going career as Deck Cadets. Nkazi with Grindrod has joined the tanker Rhino and Loyiso 

with MUR has joined the cargo ship Red Cedar.  

Tertiary BF student Smangaliso Dlamini, in his final year at DUT and our most senior bursary fund 

student has been awarded Sail Africa’s prestigious Spirit of Sail Africa award in Durban. He has also 

received his theoretical skippers certificate.  

We are proud to announce that Talisha Chetty, one of the very first GB BF students has passed her 

SAMSA orals and is a qualified Officer of the Watch. Bravo Zulu Talisha!  

Talisha wrote to us to express her gratitude, but also explained the challenges she is facing in now 

finding a ship and employment:   

“Unfortunately, there are still mountains left to climb, and the next one for me would be finding 

a vacancy for a navigating officer. I have applied to a few companies, most of which are not 

hiring at this moment. If you are aware of any job opportunities, it would be greatly 

appreciated if you could send me the details. Assistance in this regard would be welcomed as I 

am still very new to these processes.”  

She, like our other past students, stay in contact with the bursary fund mentors for continued supported 

and advice. We welcome ideas from readers of any potential employment and or support for our 

youngsters. Please contact the administrator to get involved in the Cape Town or Durban Branch 

activities. The team are at work in preparation for our annual matric tutorials and sea cadet camp in 

Lakeside, Cape Town. administrator@generalbotha.co.za.  

For a full version of the BF newsletter go to  www.gbbursaryfund.co.za.  

 

“GENTLEMEN - THE GHOST!” 
Extract from book, Gentlemen - The Ship! 

Author -Ian Manning's (GB 1955/56); Acknowledging the publisher, The Naval Heritage Trust 

Captain Renouf's delivery voyage report. 

"One night when we were at dinner the second steward rushed in and announced he had seen a ghost of 

a Naval Lieutenant Engineer bending over the dynamos. We laughed him off, but a few days later, the 

steward again insisted he had seen a ghost and this time it was a Lieutenant-Commander. We had a 

look around and that was the end of the ghost. It was the first I had heard of a ghost getting promotion!" 

Excerpt from Lawrence Green in his book, ‘Harbours of Memory’ 

"Now the weather was fine and all went well until a steward rushed into the wardroom one night while 

dinner was being served and shouted: “I’ve seen a ghost. There’s a ghost in naval officer’s uniform 

bending over the dynamos.” Others reported the ghost in various parts of the ship from time to time. 

Nevertheless the ‘General Botha’ reached Table Bay thirty-eight days out from Plymouth without 

further trouble. All those who had brought her to South Africa left her for good, but the ghost remained 

on board, a legend that died only when the ‘General Botha’ left her moorings for the last time…”  

 


